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Foregate Area Proposals (01-15)
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01.

Remove public toilet from Foregate Square

06.

Installing planters along pedestrian bridge

Replacement of the soﬃt lights.

02.

07.

Repainting of concrete blades at the Forgate.

12.

Improving car park security and replace security access doors to the car park stairwells.

03.

Reduce the number of seats to discourage loitering and antisocial behaviour.

08.

Removal of overhangs.

13.

04.

Replace street furniture and signage for a more modern design.

09.

Repainting of steel panels.

14.

05.

10.

15.

Remove taxis from the Foregate Square by relocating the taxi rank and restricting access
to the Square for 'blue badge users' only

Cleaning of pedestrian bridge towards multi storey car park.

Repaint of shop frontage.

11.

Replacement of the existing street lighting with wall mounted LED lights.

Bollards to control delivery access.

Upgrading facade of Clydesdale Bank.
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Foregate Area Proposals (16-30)

16.

Upgrading raised planters of Clydesdale Bank.

22.

17.

Improve the layout of the public space in The Foregate and the Foregate Square

23.

Restoration of vane feature on the car park facade, incorporating artwork panels.

28.

18.

24.

Installation of ﬁxings and supply circuitry for seasonal feature lighting

29.

19.

Update the signage for the Bus Station and Burns Mall

25.

30.

20.

Lighting proposal eg. LED netting lighting. (example: Ashton Lane, Glasgow)

26.

21.

27.

Rearrange bollards and traﬃc control infrastructure to restrict the impact of vehicles upon
The Foregate

Upgrading upper stories.

Installation of central red granite strip within the Forgate.

Use vacant shop fronts for displays or artwork to improve the streetscape

Improve access to the Bus Station through Foregate Square

Relocation of the Shona Kinloch sculpture into a more central and prominent location.

Potential future demolition of the Foregate Centre along Foregate Street to create a
pedestrian priority open space

Shop front project to improve continuity in shop front design and unify the frontage design.

Implement green wall treatment to the multi-storey SW car park stairwell and the northern
elevation of the Burns Mall

